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How A Great Healthcare Facility Happens

Building success with an integrated approach
By David H. Derr, AIA

The Challenge

We believe an integrated planning approach is key to a

As the delivery of healthcare services continues to

facility that increases efficiency, advances quality of

change, so must healthcare facilities—the clinics,

care, and improves satisfaction among patients and

medical centers and hospitals we all count on for care

staff. It can strengthen your organization's brand by

must become more efficient. Healthcare organizations

creating environments and experiences that bring the

looking to expand or build new facilities confront a

brand to life for patients and staff. And it can build

complex array of challenges: increasing patient choices

greater value into every square foot, transforming

and expectations; the advent of high-deductible health

departmentalized points of view into holistic solutions

plans; changing payor demands; the game-changing

that deliver higher return on investment.

impact of new technology; continuing industry

An integrated approach calls for an integrated planning

consolidation; new compensation models; the greater

team—one that closes the gaps between the many

number of employed physicians; and a new political

diverse areas of focus across the organization. (See

climate. The quest for value over volume in healthcare,

Fig. 1.) Typically, healthcare staff are accustomed to

together with the emphasis on quality, requires new

taking a more siloed approach to facility planning,

ways to deliver services—and to develop facilities that

tasked to meet mandates that cover their own

support those initiatives.

department's facility requirements. At most, they may

How can you plan for a facility that addresses the

be asked to consider their role in a larger system—from

changing marketplace and makes the most of your

their point of view. Such limited interaction among key

capital investment? The answer begins with the people

stakeholder groups is not enough to develop a fully

you bring to the table.

integrated solution for a facility.
We encourage our healthcare clients to create planning

Point B’s Approach
Point B helps our healthcare clients build greater value
into their new facilities by taking an integrated approach
early on—in the planning stage.
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teams that engage key stakeholders across the
organization—including administration, finance,
facilities, clinical delivery, technology and regulatory
compliance. It's important to form the team early in the
planning process, before assumptions are made and
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"the first and/or loudest voice" begins to dominate the

arrive at the right answers. The experience of mutual

conversation.

inquiry can open minds and possibilities, leading to
areas of consensus that serve the best interests of the
enterprise.
An integrated approach to facility planning is
foundational to achieving higher quality and efficiency
by design. For example, with all key stakeholders
engaged in an integrated planning approach from the
start, you might:


Find ways that technology can markedly improve
the entire patient experience, from streamlining
check-in and reducing waiting-room times to
improving follow-up.



Create more level scheduling among exam rooms,
which may allow you to reduce the size and
expense of waiting rooms required.

Figure 1 illustrates an integration planning team.

Leading teams to true integration
In addition to having the right people on board, success
depends on creating an environment in which all voices
can be heard, priorities established together, and
options openly evaluated.
For instance, when confronting a need that would
normally result in a facility modification, addition or new
construction, determining the right scope can only
happen when everyone on the team is present to weigh
in. A skilled facilitator can lead the team through these
important conversations, bringing the objectivity to
identify competing and compatible issues, and helping



Plan the facility for a lifetime of adaptability.
Integrated planning can lead to exam rooms that
work for multiple specialties, with the flexibility to be
reconfigured quickly and easily as needs change
over time.

The Bottom Line
Taking an integrated approach to facility planning has
always made sense, but the evolving nature of
healthcare delivery models and technologies makes it
more important than ever. Where siloed thinking ends,
real synergies can begin. The power of bringing an
integrated approach into the planning stage is that you
can build on its full value for the life of your facility.

members understand different points of view. It is
possible that through this integrated approach the
capital expense can be avoided through increased
efficiencies, changes in clinical process or other nonconstruction related modifications.
An impartial facilitator can also help the team avoid
ending its conversations at the first question—which is
usually the most obvious one. Only by considering all
points of view can you get to the right questions and
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